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ѬඈυืтֽᄬĄٺԧໝޢĄ็
ϯϐڱĄ࿆΄ிϠᛇ˞ཌྷĄ
΄͕ᜲҋஎᚖĄܲᖬ᜕Ąঐि
֢֍Ą
ĵѫඇτึсּᄫāٹԦໜޡā
ๆϮϏڰĶćܟᙰāүࣆѓ຺
ாāτึԮсּԦ٘ᄱྕāඇԦ
ּໜ˝̜ޡāๆϮඛϏڰॠ
˗̶ாϟăĵ࿅ாϟᛆ˝
ཌĶć࿅٘Ѣ̶˗ாϟāڀ
ϧహ࣍ྼă
ĵ͔ᜱҊᚕĶć̘ࢊ
Ҋ͔ᜱŮŮҊ̍ϟּహ
ᚕāృహᚕăᚕā˴ವߎຼā
హཊຼăĵܱᖫ᜔āএा֡
Ķćүࣆܱҡڰāጽ᜔ҡڰā
Ԯ֡এໜ˝θă

Sutra:
After my Nirvana, all of you should pass on the Tathagata’s teachings,
transmitting and revealing them to those in the Dharma-ending Age, so that
living beings everywhere can awaken to these truths. Do not let demons arise
in their minds and cause them to commit grave offenses. Offer protection so
that wrong views will be eradicated.
Commentary:
After my Nirvana in the future, Ananda and all of you in the great assembly
should pass on the Tathagata’s teachings, the words I have spoken, transmitting
and revealing them to those living beings in the Dharma-ending Age, so that
living beings everywhere can awaken to these truths. You should cause all living
beings to understand these principles.
Do not let demons arise in their minds and cause them to commit
grave offenses. Don’t let people create their own bad karma in this way. Offer
protection so that wrong views will be eradicated. Maintain and support the
Buddhadharma, and put an end to wrong views.

ି͕֗ĄฟᛇৌཌྷĄٺ˯Ą
̙ዎڡڑĄ̻΄͕ࡆĄ͌ࠎ֖Ą
ү̂ᛇͳĄஐᇾĄ

Sutra:
Teach them to awaken to true principles in body and mind, so that they do
not stray off the Unsurpassed Path. Do not let them aspire to and be content
with small attainments. You should become kings of great enlightenment and
serve as guides of purity.

ĵା͔֖āพᛆোཌĶćүࣆା
Ϗڰహ˗̶ாϟā֖͔ోพᛆహ
োϑ˝ཌāĵٹˮྼā̘ውڐ
ڠĶć၅ٹహˮڌྼā̘ው

Commentary:
Teach them to awaken to true principles in body and mind. Help living beings
in the Dharma-Ending Age to understand the real and ultimate doctrine in body
and mind, so that they do not stray off the Unsurpassed Path. Don’t let them
chase after superficial dharmas and fail to seek the fundamental Dharma. When
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ڐץϏăڐϏವ̘ߎॱύڰă̘ውץႼ
ΜՏϏୗڰā҂̘Տॱύڰă࿂ලڠ
ྭāహྭڠವߎ̘ۡྼ֔ࣸ୦ྭߎ၅ă
ĵ̺͔ࡅā૿͋ࠍ֕Ķć̘ࢊహ˗ְ
͔࣍㝮ࡅՏˮᛆྼ˟ā૿˗וᕆᕆā
ವۡ֕˝ăĵҮ́ᛆͲāஏᇽĶćᑔ
ྌઆ́ᛆ̜Ͳāઆ˗࣍ஏၲᇸāஏ
ᇿቐāஏᅲఝă̘ࢊ૿͋ࠍ֕āᑔ
ྌЧ݇ΏΐชՍă
ܠᙱĄكචշ̄Ą࣒ˬᇝгĄҖౚႽ۰Ą!
ኜ͵มّĄޖᕘજĄТ̶Ϡ፟Ąઑ㉀
ෘĄՕჩ৸ĄྃপҧᘲĄ࿌ຽஎਔĄຏ
ᑕᚙĄ
ĵܟᙰĶāĵقඟն࣑̃˫ᇜвĶćವߎ
࣑ҕౙహ࣍ඟն̃ā࣑ҕహ࣍˦؟ā
ĵҕౙႼۯĶćгҕౙႼ˝హ࣍ॠ࣎ā
ĵኛʹภِĶć٘Ѣʹภ˗̶ȇ˞ᙶாϟ
హِ࣍āĵޕᕗછĶćޕᔲᅄ֣࣍
ຊછ࠸āĵС̵ϟ፞Ķćгȇ˞ᙶா
ϟహ࣍С̵ϟ፞ă፞āವߎ֣࣍ఌā˴
ವߎ֣࣍в͝ă
ĵઐ㈿Ķćઐ˴ವߎمăم
ವ㈿˝āವᗻ˝హ࣍ĵՔშ৷Ķć
ՔāವߎՔĆāߎຊĆშāವߎყ
́࣍˗შā֣࣍́ᘯĆ৷āವߎ֖ˮҖ
چ৷јāᔗѢ֣࣍ᇼ৷Ăᓀᇼв͝˴
Χ৷ă
ĵྂҦᘱĶćᖘᛋ࿄ּΧᇳᇳףā
ವߎϟ˝˪ϟāϟ˝˪ϟāವߎ֣࣍ĵ̙Ѣ
֖Ķā˪ΧѢଏăԦࣆ٘Ѣ˗̶Ѣଏா
ϟā߾ලహ֖࣍āోΧ̙Ѣ֖Ćѩ˝ā
ವΧ̙ౙ֖ă
̙Ѣ֖ವΧྂҦᘱăĵ࿋ຼਓāຎ
ᑔᚘඖĶćгహ̡࠸࿋ಠĂຼڌϸ߸హ
ਓකāЮڌᚘඖā՞Ѣ˝ăຎᑔā˴ವ
ߎЮڌĆᚘඖāпဉг̙ۨمภವᕜ˝ă
ЮࠍгҕౙႼ˝āహ࣍ϟѩ̎ག˝˝ā٘ͼ
హЮ˴ڌವᕜඖ˝ăгహ࣍в͝āహߎҕౙ
˝āᙉౙพؔॠ࣎ă
ġFৱᥛ

living beings meet a fork in the road, they will not know which branch to
take. Do not let them aspire to and be content with small attainments.
Don’t allow those who aspire to the Unsurpassed Path of Enlightenment
to become complacent and satisfied with attaining a little. You should
become kings of great enlightenment and serve as guides of purity. Be
pure models and pure leaders. Do not be content with small attainments.
Instead you should increase your efforts and advance.
Sutra:
Ananda, when that good person, in cultivating samadhi, has put an
end to the formations skandha, the subtle, fleeting fluctuations—the
deep, imperceptible, pivotal source and the common foundation from
which all life in the world springs—are suddenly obliterated. In the
submerged network of the retributive karma of the pudgala, the karmic
resonances are interrupted.
Commentary:
Ananda, when that good person who is cultivating in the formations
skandha, in cultivating samadhi, has put an end to the formations
skandha, the subtle, fleeting fluctuations—the deep, imperceptible,
pivotal source and the common foundation from which all life in the
world springs—are suddenly obliterated.
Those imperceptible, subtle movements, which characterize all the
twelve categories of beings in the world and are the common source of
their births, are suddenly wiped out. In Chinese, the characters for “pivotal
source” literally mean the large rope that forms the border of a net, or they
can mean buttons and fastenings in clothing. They can also refer to the
central point or axis.
Pudgala is a Sanskrit word translated as “that which goes on to repeated
reincarnations,” that which is born over and over again. It is also called
“body while in a state of existence,” and also “sentient being.” Every
sentient being is endowed with a “body while in a state of existence.”
When we die, we will have what is called “the body that exists while in
between skandhas.”
In the submerged network of the retributive karma of the pudgala,
the bodies while in a state of existence, the karmic resonances are
interrupted. In this interactive process of the mutual repayment of karma
which runs very deep, cause and effect are suspended. “Karmic resonances”
refers to cause and effect. Since the formations skandha has ceased, and
birth and death have come to an end, cause and effect have been arrested.
This is describing the end of the formations skandha and the beginning
of the consciousness skandha.
FTo be continued
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